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Abstract. SOA has become popular in current; the majority of legacy systems are still not SOA enabled.  Equally with the 

legacy system evolution, SOA have to improve a safer approach for implementing and maintaining its logical security.  

They consume numerous famous difficulties e.g., uncompromising, field undefined, and rigid to sustain, then is familiar by 

software systems.  SOA holds of being informal to practice, flexible and recyclable.  The growth in the number of facts that 

concerns must switch has caused in a substantial rise in the effort of the legacy schemes that supply this information.  

Henceforth energy is rising to progress legacy schemes in the direction of SOA.  The progress of Service-Oriented 

Architecture is preferred as numerous returns with fine recognized groups of exposed values, platform and language 

independents boundaries, and strong separation of facility interface and execution of loose-coupling between amenities.  

Several techniques exist for modernizing legacy systems towards SOA.  With the advantage, SOA is also endowed with 

ease for message tampering and unauthorized access.  Here, we present the numerous methods to affecting legacy schemes 

to the SOA atmosphere.  Around important growths popular inheritance to SOA development, besides that consumes 

caused in huge examine overview.  The main trainings were originated and assessed by means of a security framework 

and upgrading approaches extensively used in the software re-engineering field.  This paper confers the importance of 

exploitation SOA and classifies the errors in the present security framework platforms, and the record of present 

investigate approaches and practices castoff in legacy to Service-Oriented Architecture growth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

SOA can be observed as an architectural concept aimed at flexible connection and emphases on the discussion of data 

between foremost software workings and on the reusability of the mechanisms by separating the interface after the 

internal application.  In spite of the well-known difficulties, such as actuality inflexible and firm to preserve, legacy 

systems are unmoving extremely vital and reprocess those legacy systems inside new technical environments.  SOA has 

occurred as an architectural style that allows the reuse of remaining legacy resources within an original pattern that eases 

loose coupling, concept of primary logic, suppleness, reusability and discoverability [1].  SOA fulfills the demands, such 

as loose link of commercial usages and suppleness of facilities.  SOA allows the structure resources of an attempt to 

protect culture of its operators and requests over services that are spread the enterprise [2].  Here are numerous features 

of SOA that make legacy scheme innovation tempting in today’s world, with loose coupling, thought of fundamental 

logic, quickness, flexibility, reusability, statelessness and reduced costs.  Inspired through these assistances, nearby 

consumes remained note worthy study in legacy to SOA evolution.  SOA allows deploying, building, designing and 

integrating the services that are independent of applications and platforms on which they operate.  In this paper, we 

provide a review of legacy system modernization strategies towards SOA.  Nevertheless, around be situated not any 

methodical impression of legacy to SOA development, predominantly concentrating scheduled the approaches, used to 

grow legacy schemes in the direction of a SOA.  With recompenses, SOA gives with comfort of communication 

interfering and unlicensed access which makes, the safety application additional multifaceted and uncontrollable.  

Similarly, a short-term of legacy to SOA progress is stated [3] that split the methods into four groups: replacement, 

redevelopment, wrapping and migration.  We emphasis on classifying methods that remain applicable to heritage to SOA 

development otherwise that ease the heritage to SOA growth method.  The context permits a additional complete 

thoughtful of legacy to SOA progress permitting us towards identify the charities complete therefore distant, chances 

intended for merging methods besides classifying exposed matters and investigate tasks that unmoving be popular legacy 

to SOA progression. 
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2. SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE (SOA) 
 

The strategy used to analyse the legacy system to understand its concepts and locate the important functions to be 

exposed as part of SOA architecture.  The analysis could be shallow or deep depending on the strategy used [4].  A tool-

supported method for maintain legacy code within an SOA environment.  A method to make the interactive 

functionalities of legacy systems accessible as web services by wrapping them in an SOA interface.  The key aim 

intended for by means of these progress/upgrading approaches stays that the software system re-engineering field takes 

remained widely research and trained in trades, by way of associated to SOA progress systems.  Towards variety of our 

evolution context extra applicable to SOA field besides to reproduce the determined of legacy to SOA progression.  In 

more recent work [5], this wrapping technique is used as a part of complete migration process consisting of the selection 

of the desired services, wrapping of the selected use cases and deployment and validation of the wrapped with an SOA 

structure.  Migration approaches include both renovation and covering and aim to produce a scheme with an enhanced 

SOA well-matched design.  Organizations analyse legacy systems to decide where their functionality can reasonably be 

exposed as services in a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).  

Most of the SOA progress approaches stated more over attention taking place emerging and subsidiary expertise or 

planning to evolution.  However, growth needs the association of mutually, evolving supportive skill and scheduling the 

legacy to SOA evolution.  Besides, goal next to evaluating individuals present inheritance to SOA progress approaches 

through resources of our established assessment technique somewhat than using them to change a new method.  

Although this approach exposes in legacy code as services, the main card exists not to achieve SOA architecture, rather 

to expose the legacy systems functionality as web services.  In some situations, exposing them as services will have a 

higher risk and higher cost then replacing them entirely with a new SOA architecture.  There’s no perfect solution to the 

problem of modernizing a legacy system.  The choice of strategy depends entirely on the goals for the SOA architecture, 

the available budget and resources and the time needed to complete the work.  The precise skills and value son the way to 

remain used, public of battered SOA, besides accessibility of present comparable amenities to reprocess. Popular 

evolution, we consume distinct principles to regulate whether a inheritance system to SOA growth technique comprises 

development viability and uncertainty consequently, in what way remains the situation accomplished.  This indicates 

heritage to SOA development be situated frequently understood by way of an explanation to keep difficulties of software 

systems.  Service-Oriented Architecture takes developed by means of an architectural elegance that permits the reprocess 

of present legacy resources inside an original pattern that eases movable connection, concept of fundamental reason, 

suppleness, reusability and discoverability [6].  Similarly, the usage of architectural re-construction takes remained too 

stated trendy legacy to SOA evolution methods numerous practical and non-function assets must likewise remain 

measured, such maintainability, interoperability, sensitivity, presentation, safety and obtain ability. 

 

3. LEGACY SYSTEMS 
 

Understanding it’s as is situation are crucial to the achievement of any evolution.  This includes a detailed analysis of 

the heritage scheme and various techniques can be castoff.  The legacy system involves absolute or difficult to maintain 

technologies, if it consumes a well-defined structure, then it makes most sense to replace it incrementally.  Wrapping 

gives legacy systems, the profits of service-oriented architecture in a quick and a simple manner.  It’s difficult to evaluate 

the complexity of the approaches, since all techniques depend an excessive transaction on the size of the legacy system.  

In overall, the difficulty of the wrapping methods is small, meanwhile here is no bottomless study of the heritage scheme 

and only the interface is exposed as web services.  Legacy schemes remain suspected to evolutionary growth and bug 

protective in the code often by people who did not develop it.  Identification of services is not an easy task, desires to be 

drifted to a distributed environment and be wrapped and exposed as a web service.  Nearly the components in the legacy 

system be situated extra sustainable than the whole legacy structure [7].  A progression for recovering legacy system 

architecture in demand to identify the plan to be approved available in modernizing the legacy system.   On the 

additional, appropriate documents, accomplished workforce and properties to progress these legacy systems.  In spite of 

the famous difficulties, such as existence uncompromising and firm to preserve, legacy schemes are unmoving extremely 

complex core professional procedures.  For instance, legacy system is additional related to SOA field besides towards 

replicate the determined of SOA evolution.  There is sufficient relevant to development methods that could have been 

used to develop the evaluation framework.  The assessments out line then the stages remain shown in figure 1. 

 Since these service-oriented expansion approaches, we take additional applicant facility documentation besides 

disposition and provisioning stages to our evolution outline.  In our evaluation framework, we have defined evaluation 

criteria to investigate if any legacy to SOA evolution method includes legacy system understanding and to extent this 

phase is discussed. 

Legacy System Understanding: Legacy System understanding often includes studying the growth history, 

interrogating the designers and present workers to originate to considerate of the planning of the legacy system.  

Considerate the inheritance scheme in addition the issue state of affairs remains critical towards the achievement of 

somewhat development [8]. 
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Target System Understanding:  This stage defines the goal SOA atmosphere, which comprises events similar 

important foremost mechanisms/functionalities of SOA atmosphere, precise knowledge’s in addition values towards 

remain cast-off, state of beset SOA and obtain ability of present alike facilities to reprocess.  The illustration of the 

favourite manner of the to-be SOA. The evaluation criteria to determine whether a legacy to SOA evolution method 

includes target system understanding for the desired SOA system and to what extent this phase is discussed. 

Evolution Feasibility Determination:  The possibility of the development consumes to stay strong-minded and 

it’s complete in the development possibility determination stage.  The technical charges include measure the code 

difficulty of the legacy scheme in relations of consistency, connector, reusability and concept [9].  Upon examining the 

practical and economic possibility, the group favours the development scheme by similarly seeing whether its 

professional goals are seen by proposed SOA system.  The assessment standards to regulate whether a legacy to SOA 

development technique comprises growth possibility and unknown, how it is performed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Evaluation Framework and Phases 

 

Candidate Service Identification: Legacy schemes be located exposed to evolutionary growth besides virus 

protective in the encryption frequently through persons who prepared non progress the situation.  Also, poor documents 

and absence of suitable resources, e.g., designers, planners style the considerate of basis code a rigid task.  It aims at 

location the service-rich areas, various techniques can be used to this purpose.  For illustration, architectural 

modernization feature position, strategy pattern retrieval, cluster analysis methods, concept study, source code conception 

can be used to classify the service-rich extents in a large body of legacy code.  The assessment standards to examine if 

any legacy to SOA progress technique comprises to identify potential candidate services. 

Implementation: This stage is concerned with the technical evolution of the whole legacy system to the target 

system using various techniques, often reinforced by the tools.  For example, covering, program sharing, perception 

slicing, graph alteration, code transformation, model-driven program alteration, screen scraping, code interrogation 

technology can extract/leverage the legacy code as amenities.  We have defined evaluation criteria to investigate if a 

legacy to SOA evolution method includes any techniques to extract the legacy code as services. 

Deployment and provisioning: This phase is concerned with deployment and management of the services after 

extraction of the legacy code.  Facility provisioning characteristically comprises the after-deployment actions such as 

reproducing, versioning of facilities, metering and promoting of the practice of the services [10].  Assessment standards 
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to regulate whether a legacy to SOA development technique comprises disposition also provisioning. One of the details 

with approaches and practices of such practical nature is that legacy properties like documents and developers are scarce 

a widely identify problem in legacy evaluation.  It’s stimulating to message that applicant service documentation has also 

remained distinctly investigated to legacy to SOA development.  Considering the large alteration among packaging 

besides the additional methods used, we trust that maximum of the legacy to SOA development methods ensure not 

emphasis happening changing current legacy code stations.  The outcome of our assessment displays the procedures 

similar modal alteration, program sharing and code revolutions are abundant smaller amount regularly used.  If the legacy 

systems have a well-defined structure, then it makes most sense to replace it incrementally.  In the design of safety 

context, filters on the application level are used which is in control for extrication available the movements stated on web 

pages.  If the user visits a particular service component and if its corresponding activity is available in the database, then 

it is simply forwarded to the respective service component and its action is not available in the database, and will not be 

turned over to the service component and an error message will be displayed to the user.  The practice for assessing the 

context is contingent upon the character of safety threats. 

 

4. WRAPPING STRATEGIES 
 

SOA functionality to legacy schemes, wrapping which offers a original crossing point to present mechanisms to make 

them effortlessly available as facilities to other software program mechanisms.  An association may select the additional 

approach if wrapping, improvement and relocation will execute prices that cannot be justified.  Wrapping is used once 

the legacy code is also exclusive to re-write is comparatively slight, can be reprocessed, and a fast, cost-effective 

explanation is needed.  The main problematic is that this approach does not change the important features of the legacy 

requests that are being combined.  Wrapping delivers a new SOA interface to a legacy element, creation it easily 

available by other software mechanisms. 

5. CONCLUSION  
 

Legacy systems for Service-Oriented Architecture consumes strong possible assistances, it’s significant to select the 

suitable upgrading plan.  The approaches and procedures rendering to the stages of our evolution framework have 

provided perceptions into present observes in the legacy to SOA evolution progression.  Around be situated a essential 

for impartial metrics to assess the methods, and greatest styles measure the excellence distributes of the subsequent 

facilities, such as safety, concert and consistency.  The main contribution and impact of this research is to align the 

benefits of SOA, so that organizations can assume the combine benefits of both.  The proposed security framework helps 

to organize an absolute suite of security architecture which protects SOA, our study remains solitary absorbed on the 

legacy to SOA growth stated in academia.  Happening the additional hand, the record of approaches then procedures 

effectively used in academic study can be used by legacy to SOA development experts in real world performs.  In 

approximately states, revealing them as facilities resolve consume advanced risk and a complex price than substituting 

them completely through a innovative SOA architecture.  The optimal of approach be contingent utterly on the goal line 

for the SOA architecture. 
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